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Miss B..(1984)
 
My name's Bianca. I'm living in the Toronto area and have been for most of my
life. I've been writing poetry and all types of things since I was very young but I
stopped at the beginning of high school because that's the time you're suppose
to be concentrating on a path to a real career.  I write now because it helps me
let go of the words that haunt me. Sometimes they're happy, sometimes sad,
and sometimes just twisted and crazy, but they crave to be freed.  Enjoy and
please comment and rate. I'm curious about how these same words affect
others. Thanks!
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A Short Pause
 
How my love, how did this happen?
How in the world did we get here?
It seems like yesterday we were so perfect
Seems like a moment ago you were in my arms
Looking into my eyes so warm so deep
 
Time was not with us my love
Not like we wanted
We tried, we both did
To let what was, stay where it belonged
Although we tried, what's not finished catches up
I wish we had met one year from the time we did
 
But life doesnt work that way does it my love?
It seems to want to test us
To see if we're worthy of love so deep as this
I wish I could hear your soothing voice now
Telling me everything's going to be okay
But I'll have to live with just the memory of it
 
I hope this doesnt mean the end for us
I hope that once we take more time to deal
With all the things that hang over our heads
I hope that you'll still love me like I know you did
I know you meant it. Every word. Im sure of it.
 
Just know this my love and know it truly
You will always be my one and only soulmate
And that Im sorry I wasnt whole when you met me
And also for not trusting you completely
Just know that Ill never stop loving you
No matter how much time passes.
 
In the end I so badly want to be with you.
Just me and you.
When we're really ready.
Forever.
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Miss B..
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Blessed Moon
 
its a blessed moon tonight baby
a blessed moon
the kind that brings
that brings only good
that kind that makes me think of all the times
that made me think of you all in rhymes
i just cant help
but wonder and think
oh my baby what's in your head?
and what you think about while in your bed?
 
do you think about me?
do you worry about what might be?
do you worry about what is?
is it really any of my bizz?
do you want me to be there?
do you want me to really care?
oh my love, how will we mend?
oh my baby, what's in your head?
and what do you think about while in your bed?
 
i so wonder if you care
and without that thought i can't bare
to be a moment without you
cuz true love just can't be true
if my life is without you
oh how i wonder
wonder indeed
cuz my curiousity is no misdeed
how i wonder what's in your head
how i wonder what you think about in bed
 
my nights are so lonely without you
cuz true love
ain't true without you
oh my love dont ever forget
that with me you just wont fret
i will always love who you are
and how you'll always be my star
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no matter what you keep from me
and no matter what
i just wont flee
oh my love, what's in your head?
oh sweet love, what thoughts are in your bed?
 
Miss B..
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Dear Feeling...
 
dear feeling,
what's your meaning?
sometimes i just sit and think
how people view you is almost demeaning
why are we so afraid of you?
truthfully, you're the only thing in life that proves to be true
you know how when they say go with your gut?
it's feeling that leads you out of a rut
kinda weird when you sit and think about it
'cause sometimes its that same feeling that gets you into it
so maybe thats the whole thing about you, feeling
whether we like it or not you're the thing that gives our choices meaning
maybe thats the whole thing that makes you so frightening
that we have no control unless we follow you and frankly
you're kinda all over the place and when we least expect it,
you strike just like lightning
no warning, bright and sharp and sometimes theres a loud noise that follows it
i like to think the noise is the blur around a situation
you know the questions that arise when you think there's a feeling worth
mentioning
the worst part is that most of us ignore you
yes feeling, i know you're there but it's easier to just ignore you
i must repeat cuz that's what all of us do to you
how are you not the center of attention?
how did this happen right in front of you?
where were the warning signs you so often invoke in me?
oh wait, i just said it
how could i possibly forget it?
i just said how we all ignore you
you see its so easy to live beneath many dimensions of me
just like that i live and go on to the next thought and u're no longer the main
part of me
you get pushed aside and its like you never existed
and maybe you would have been noticed
maybe you would have incited a change in my usual way of thinking
and then you, oh feeling, might have persisted
then your true meaning would have been proven
right before i forget what matters internally
right before you cease to exist before i realize what i should have done or not
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you know, all of those times that i know you were right
and i just ignored
just forgot
just put you out of my sight
and continued on in my dreadful plight.
 
 
 
 
miss b- 05/2010
 
Miss B..
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Don'T Be A Hypocrite
 
saying one thing yet doing another
lying to everyone
even your own brother
knowing what's right
yet you don't even bother
cause it's just too hard
 
saying you believe
you wear your heart on your sleeve
telling her what she wants to hear
thinking she's naive
acting in one way
looking to decieve
being someone you're not
 
Miss B..
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I Feel
 
you make me feel like sunshine
falling on my skin
you make me feel like springtime
when everythings in bloom
i cant believe ure real sometimes
like the times that im in glee
or the times you make me blush
just cuz i know my goals in your life will be
you make me feel like the wonder
the peace from stars above
you make me feel so good about me
i feel so much in love
no matter what anyone says about you
i think i know the truth
that you really do love me
and that im so in love with you
 
Miss B..
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I Love Me
 
having no regrets
knowing i am proud of myself
feeling confident
daydreaming
knowing my choices make me happy
knowing i haven't hurt anyone else
expanding my mind
thanking my body
having great friends
being able to trust myself
smiling at my existence
 
believing the words...........
 
i love me
 
Miss B..
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I Still Remember
 
the days are long
and time is slow
sometimes i wonder
why i feel so low
why i feel i dont deserve
the real and true
and faithful love
 
when you came into my life
you promised things
that caused no strife
you loved me deeply
really and truly
but you saw the things
i avoided in me
 
you saw my doubts
the things that lingered
you saw my sadness
i wonder how you figured
you saw my stergth
that was so far inside
you saw my beauty
the kind i tried the most to hide
you saw all the things i wish to expand
and all the things i wish to throw out with my hand
 
and in this time that moves so slow
i find that stregth
the kind you know
to work and ask for all i want and i need
im just so tired of feeling my heart bleed
i know with you that just wont be
i know that you
would never harm me
i know that you're that real true love
i know that for me
you were sent from above
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i hope that you will always be here
i hope that i never have to fear
that you'll be gone or not really near
and for one moment my love lend me your ear
im writing this so you know how much i love you
and just how much i see in you
 
Miss B..
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Images Of You
 
i touch, i touch
i want you so much
i feel, i feel
if only this was real
oh yes, right there
you know what i mean
yes, yes, right there
right there, in between
so smooth
so wet
so sticky and nice
yes you
my baby
you so are my vice
i want you now
i want you so soon
i want you
for sure
before the next moon
but now i feel
something
so unreal
i play
and pray
that soon
this will be your touch
i want
much more
than this life allows
i want you bad
and i so miss your touch
for now i play
and tease
and what may
and soon
you and i
will actually play
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Miss B..
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Just Me N You
 
I write a ballade for you my love
A ballade that speaks so true
I write one that speaks of my love
And one about me and you
I saw you once while I was asleep
I saw something so real and true
I write of you and me my love, cause there’s just me and you
 
Since you’ve been gone I try to feel
I try to feel your touch
I sleep in your shirt that you once wore
Although it may not seem like much
I love how it feels against my chest and though my heart is torn
I think of me and you and it’s so simple because there’s just the two
I write of you and me my love, cause there’s just me and you
 
Yesterday I wore your socks
Cause it so just made me feel
Like I didn’t need to see my feelings
As something kept in a pretty box
Sometimes our love seems like the one decided on a lucky wheel
But if I ignored my love for you, I just would not be true
I write of you and me my love, cause there’s just me and you
 
I hope I just won’t have to feel
This pain so real and true
For so much longer like you want
Cause I’m so always here for you
I write of you and me my love, cause there’s just me and you
 
Miss B..
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Letting Go
 
Bless you for what you've taught me
bless you for what you mean
bless you for how uve made me see
all the things that count in between
bless you for helping me feel
beautiful and strong and new
bless you for all the things you said
even though many of them weren't true
bless you for what you've done
bless you for how I feel
bless you for freeing me
for making me feel strong like steel
thinking of life without you
makes me want to burst
but as you've always said
i have to love me first
and bless you most of all
from helping me realize what's worst
i may now have to live
all alone in this plight
i hope we can one day be
even though you dont wanna be my mr. right
maybe its cheezy for you
that im writing all in rhyme
but for me it makes me feel
like you'll always be in this heart of mine.
 
Miss B..
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My Sweetest Dreams
 
my sweetest dreams are always of you
waking up and knowing its true
knowing that you're by my side
knowing that you're within reach
knowing that we're on a beach
letting the water wash over our feet
knowing that every morning
we will meet
oh how i wish that it was all real
how i wish that you could feel
just how much i truly love you
and just how much i see in you
 
my sweetest dreams need not be much
as long as they include your touch
i wish i could wake to this dream
every morning while you offer me cream
for my coffee you dirty boy
even though the other side may bring you joy
i know we could be so playful
and that just the thought of you in the morning
next to me would make me drool
i would touch you in every way i know how
and you would teach me some new ways
from then till now
 
all i see is happiness
even though right now is such a mess
please dont fret my sexy man
cuz soon ill be cooking you
some breakfast in a pan
and we'll be lying in bed together
from night till morning
enjoying each other
never forget how much i love you
and ill never forget that you love me too!
 
Miss B..
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Non-Sense....
 
the excitement builds cause there was a thought that sparked it
sometimes a touch can so easily ignite it
a rush of skin
stick around you'll see some goosebumps
that's what happens when i think
about you gripping tight onto my ladylumps
the curves they burst begging for you to give it to me like i was your first
the thought of you inside of me makes me think of all those times
those nights you made me want to be much more than i am today
but maybe the one above will outright say...
young woman you've held it together
sometimes my children fall in the face of adversity but you
your soul is lite like a feather
always wondering about the time ahead
cause if you didnt think about the futureu'd feel like the walking dead
see that's how quickly my mind wanders
it skips from one topic to another
some people call this being skatter-brained
but me i just like to think of it as talented
life is about all the feelings we experience
and if you think about it
it's most important to make sense
of all those randomly beautiful human emotions
by understanding the skip of thought you dont need any magic potions
to reach a level of feeling of pure ecstacy
from all those confusing feelings you feel
so many of those times that you're around me
 
Miss B..
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Numbness
 
feeling
sight
emotion
passion
pain
 
pain is deep
intense
you wish it to be gone
far. so very far
and now
there's only one way,
numb it.
 
'one shot
two shot
three shot
floor'
ten shot
twelve shot
come champ!
more!
 
numbness
nice! so sweet
yes!
more!
 
locked up memories
stay there
deep
inside
the core
 
pain
be buried
stay there
so sore
you're not wanted
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and therefore....
 
 
......light! so sweet
let's slow down time
you're amazing!
are you mine?
 
my how wondeful
it so is
how your warmth
reveals my sins
how it tells me to move on
so my true self
i can spawn......
 
.......here babe smoke this
drink one more!
here babe take this
don't be a bore!
you know
we're all
quite the same.
come on drink till
you don't know your name
 
ahhh the numbness feels so good
how my feelings
need not be understood
if i could just disappear
no!
the tears
will
now
my makeup smear!
no the numbness
is wearing off
come g!
pass me
some of that spoff......
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........wow that rainbow
so reminds me of you
how is it possible
that this love is true?
can it be?
this love so grand?
could i truly
have control in this hand?
that's impossible!
it could never be
true love itself
will never come to me.......
 
.......no feeling
no life
no pain
and no strife
i choose
i am
i will
i be
everything that happens
is all up to me
 
and because i choose
that's the way it will be.
 
Miss B..
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Oh Dreadful Truth!
 
a dream
so real
so beautiful
no waking
no wanting
for all we want is here
 
so soft
yet powerful
so sweet
yet so dreadfully bitter
so easy
yet unwillingly difficult
so meaningful
yet utterly meangless
 
we spite you reality
yet you spite us back
you make us want
for all the things we lack
when we dream
you want us not to
when we want out
you pull us into you
 
i want you first
and you want me alike
when we think we're close
that's when reality will strike
but that's okay
cause you and i have might
stregth from within
where all our spirits lie
 
my heart is with you
deep within
right in that place
where u'll let no one else in
im with you then
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and now and after
and ill be with you still
after all the dust has settled
 
oh dreaded truth!
you cannot hold us back
no matter what
he and i will stay on track
we'll stay here till
we wish to be here
we'll stay here even
you want to mock us still
 
so in our dreams
we will remain forever
still real
still beautiful
still wanting only you
 
so loved
so wonderfully gleeful
we'll be here till the end of time
no matter what
i'll be yours
and you'll always be mine
 
Miss B..
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Our Sentence.
 
a glance
a smile
a feeling
just the other day you looked at me
a real stare
does this mean something?
does it change things
between you and me?
something innocent
and beautifully revealing
you try to hide it
but you know i can see through the real meaning of it
i try to explain but it seems like its a blur to you
something foreign and wierd
like it means nothing to you
gibberish and blabber
all those things that dont matter
why so confusing
when for me its like clarity
like some kind of curtain
lifted from in front of me
reality sometimes seeps through all the bullshyt we speak of
and inside i know you can see through it
you can see what the next best move is love
it really is me and you living it
pushing through
i know you bit
just now your tongue
it twist a little
cuz you dont believe in true love
what a shame it would be
for you to miss the whole experience of it
the flutter, the comfort, the fear, and excitement
the faith and completely blind trust in it
relief in your soul when you find that its ture
it kinda feels like what i imagine to be enlightment
you think you could try to push out the negative
you think you could let go
find a way be imaginative
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just purge it all and join me back in the middle
its not a trick
its not a joke
im not asking you to solve any obscure riddle
just for you to come back to me
it may be much to ask
and i hate how right now it seems completely unlikely....
 
Miss B..
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Pure Bliss
 
I see you walking towards me and my hearbeat races
I smile you smile there's smiles all over our faces.
We wrap our arms around eachother twining them like they were branches
Like they belong around one trunk one body and one being
I look at you and wonder what you're thinking.
Is he undressing me with his eyes cuz I can do it to him without even blinking.
For one brief moment im lost in a fantasy
One with passion and want and love between just you and me.
 
I want to rip your clothes off but you take things slowly
Touching gently and caressing every inch of me.
As your tounge explores my body I savour every second.
With every kiss and lick all my seses are awakened.
Ohh baby! and with that I give in to all your desires
My body moves with you and angels sing in choirs
Im facing you and our legs are crossed between each other
You come up slowly kissing the side of my neck
And with a strong yet gentle grip you grab my hair moving my head sideways
You kiss me with a passion that has me so awakened
And I know now that your love is mine and mine is yours, always.
 
Our hands and lips never stop moving
You grab me hard then soft then slow and I`m so moaning.
Oh my god your so deep inside me
My legs tremble with pleasure and I cant help but say it baby
MMMMMMMMM I can feel you to my fingertips
Ohhhhh yes daddy I so will cum for you
I say things that I never thoughts would escape my lips
But I can`t help it there`s no fear here I`m so curious
To see how far we can really take this bliss.
I shake and shake and I can`t really help it.
Pleasure races through my body, it`s so resiliant
I can feel you start to tremble too so for me it just intensifies it.
 
Ahhh ahhhh oh yes that feels incredible
God baby I never thought you`d be so edible. ;)
I`ve never wanted anything more than the wonders we`ve been gifted
Every time I`m with you it feels like I`ve been lifted.
And the best part is that because of this our path will be forever shifted.
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Miss B..
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Rythmic Love Song
 
I just so vibe at the thought of you babe
I just so jibe at the thought of you...
Oh yes I am so sure you are true
Oh yes i vibe at the thought of you...
 
Sometimes i just cant believe ure ture
but there you are just being only you
my god i cant believe this went through
not for one minute does it seem true
Oh yes i vibe at the thought of you babe
i so just jibe at the thought of you
 
last moon i felt just so sad and blue
cuz i found out i couldnt have you
oh yes i found out you totally flew
yes yes my love you left and it was true
yet i still vibe at the thought of you
 
tomorrow morning willl seem brand new
yet i'll still jibe at the thought of you
the way you feel, yes feel me right through
the way me and you we jibe, yes woo hoo
 
oh yes my love you make me brand new
yes every minute, just like you do
oh my do i eveeeer vibe with you
oh yes my love i so jibe with you.....
 
Miss B..
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Some Questions
 
will you be there in the end?
will you always be my friend?
will you always love me so?
so much more ill never know?
will you want me when im nice?
when im not will you think twice?
will you want me when im wise?
when im not will you disguise?
when i fall will you pick me up?
or will you just stay at the top?
will you be there when i succeed?
will you give me what i need?
 
 
even though you now doubt my love
i know i love you and so does the One above
i will be here always and forever
choosing me will prove to be clever
i will be here till the end
from our path, never again will i bend
i will be here when your old
i will be here taking care of your cold
i will hold you when you're sad
i will love you even when you're mad
 
 
i so want you more than ever
i hope you dont hate me forever
i hope you love me just as much
cause i really miss your touch
oh my sweet one please remember
that first beautiful night in november
that first time we became one
oh my sweet, it was so fun
or the time that we bumped heads
or how we made love
on two different beds
i know i will never forget
just how blessed i am that we met
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Miss B..
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That One Perfect Day
 
it was a good day
it was his birthday
we planned it way ahead of time
especially by me
cuz i wanted him to feel
what was in this heart of mine
the delectible tastes
the lights dimmed down low
i waited patiently
while i quietly chilled the wine
some moments more i waited
and spread around conffetti
thinking of my body and yours
twisted in a vine
finally u arrived
and we had one awkward kiss
yet loving every moment
because soon we'll know pure bliss
smiles in anticipation
you whatching my behind
like in that fantasy of mine
when i opened the door
wide to your suprise
i say such pure joy
in your most sexy eyes
for one moment we played
polkadots full of color filled the skies
somehow we had pure childhood
in sweet love and joy disguised
and the sheer bliss would follow
the kind that only we both knew
the kind any heart without
that love would feel so hollow
but a perfect day for just us two
 
Miss B..
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The Little Butterfly
 
there once was a butterfly who was born in the light
the brightness touched its wings every single day
then one day the bitterfly was trapped by a mischievious child under a jar
the child decided to move the jar into a dark and cold corner of his basement
the child thought the butterfly was really beautiful
he really liked the color of its wings and he decided he would keep it forever
each morning the child would go down to the dark corner to visit the butterfly
he would look throught the clear glass of the jar and say,
'you are so beautiful. the colors of you are amazing'
some time passed and the child got a little bored with his butterfly
so he went outside and played with other bugs
leaving his butterfly down in the dark and cold corner of his basement
forgotten and alone
one day he remembered he had left it down there so he ran down the stairs to
see it.
when he bent down to look at it he noticed something quite odd
the wings of the butterfly had lost their color.
'my my. you're not so beautiful anymore. look at the ugly colorless wings you
have'
so he let the butterfly go. she flew so fast she almost thought her wings would
fall off
she found an open window and escaped
letting the bright rays of the sun dance on her wings again
slowly the color returned. 
the sun looked down and smiled at her
'i always knew you were still beautiful my dear, ' said the sun
'but even the most colorful creatures on this earth need a little light in order to
keep their colors bright'
 
Miss B..
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The Mystery Of The Seed
 
It begins with a spark
Kind of like planting an unknown seed into the ground
You water it and give it fertilizer
You look down upon it wondering when it will sprout from beneath the earth’s
crust
When it will begin to stretch out to let its tips feel the tingle of the sunlight
A slight, soft, touch from above
Spawning a new inspired determination for it to spread its glory into the world
All the while you watch impatiently from above for some sign of identification
Some identifiable attribute which will allow you to tell what beautiful plant this
may be
Slowly its grown and suddenly you know!
How obvious!
It’s been your heart’s true desire the entire time!
If only you knew such a beautiful plant could grow from such a small seed with a
little care
A little effort
The longer its trunk grows
The taller it gets
The more the anticipation inside of you builds
It brings a new awareness of abundance and greatness that may be
Of the beauty you can bring into your own life by simply planting the seed
It fills you with hope and cheer and anticipation of what the greatness may be
coming your way
 
But, your little plant which once was a little seed is not immune to its
surroundings
It is easily affected by its environment
It is easily polluted
And suddenly your perception of it is changed due to cloudiness
Due to a filter of smoke that separates it from you if you don’t take care
There is much negativity that can easily distract you
If you don’t protect your heart’s true desire and it gets further from your heart
Then consider that your heart must never be empty so other things will replace
its true desire
Fillers
Not even close to its true desire but desired none the less
The heart always desires to be full
So in desperation it gets filled with less than the best of its desires
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It adapts
It convinces itself that even if its true desire will never return
There are all of these other things that could substitute
So you take and take some more
Fighting to fill the empty spaces left behind
Filling them with poison
With meaningless gibberish
Hoping to substitute form the one thing your heart really wants
The one simple thing that could take the place of all the millions of things that
currently crowd into its beautiful space
 
Miss B..
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The Spirit Roams Free (Backwards Rhyme)
 
enhancing who you are it roams
glancing inside yourself
dancing throughout your being
advancing the growth of you
 
it sings at the top of your lungs
it brings all the joys of your being
like kings it celebrates you and all others
and wings to your dreams it does give
 
frees all your real and true feelings
a tease to anyone watching
please don't ignore it's true power
sees who you know you really are
 
Miss B..
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Twisted
 
Twisted
inside and out
choices
they bring about
consequences
larger than i want
without you
there's no reason so i want out
 
its twisted
so badly i know
you think there's passion here
but there isnt so
there is numbness
so i cant feel pain
and if i lose you its all in vain
 
its twisted
cuz i feel responsible
for a situation
i once found intollerable
and i know i have to
fix it really soon
cuz i want to live
my life right next to you
 
its twisted cuz i know what should be done
its twisted knowing how far ive come
its twisted loving you and ure not here
its twisted how the past can interfere
 
so i must deal with it
or it will always surface
and you'll always wonder
you'll always be nervous
just know my love that this is for the best
i dont wanna have any pain
deep within my chest
i wanna feel happy
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knowing i have you
i want no regrets
i want u to know my love is true
and i hope that when you look within
you know how i truly feel
i hope you know that im trying to let go of it
really and forever
all so that you know
that my love for you is truly real
 
Miss B..
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Unfairness
 
i can't help but sit and think
why is it this distance
this space
makes our love so weird and distinct
why we say i love you
yet lead such very different lives
why when you're hurting
in my soul i can hear your cries
you found someone
this much i know
i have someone too
but i wish it were you
and now i think she might be wrong for you
but what can i do
what can i say
when i'm so far from you
if i think about it, it just isn't right
since if we were together
you and i just might
live the most beautiful life
you and i
forever
from day till night
 
Miss B..
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You
 
A dream
A wonderful beautiful daydream
The kind that has you lost in a time not known to others
The kind that has you travelling through time
The kind that has you seeing the future
And has the power to erase the past.
A dream
 
A wish
A whish that's whispered
The kind that has a ring of hope attached
The kind that warms you from the inside out
The kind that tells the story of you and me
The kind that shows what may possibly be
A wish
 
A love
A wonderfully real yet unknown love
The kind you wanna put your faith into
The kind you hope will never be tainted
The kind that has you wanting joy in one another
The kind that will not hurt
A love
 
A man
A wonderful amazing man
The kind that cares for me and loves me truly
The kind that tells the truth even if it could destroy me
The kind that never keeps a secret
The kind that understands I will love him for it
A man
 
You
Wonderful amazing you
You are the kind that I will always love
You are the kind I never want to let go of
You are the kind I want to make happy
You are the one I walways want near me
You
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Miss B..
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You Make Me Know
 
You make me know.
 
You make me tingle
Make me yearn for you
My heart feels inflamed
Passionate for the feeling of you
Stirred up within
Make me desire for you
Lust for the feeling you bring
 
You make me fantasize
Daydream of the days to come
Envision our life together
Imagine how good it would be
Muse over the possibilities
Envision a beautiful ending
Visualizing the path of least resistance
 
You make me consider
Deliberate if this is the way to go
Conjugate the fastest way to it
Speculate what would make you most happy
Evaluate how you feel about me
Postulate if it will last forever
Presume the best will come out of it
 
You make me trust
Believe there’s love out there for all of us
Uphold that there is more than just the faith in it
Accept that you are just here for me
Rely on what you mean to me
Lean on your shoulder when I’m feeling sad
Take heart of everything you’re saying
 
You make me love
Cherish every moment I have with you
Treasure everything about you
Adore the very sight of you
Choose always to be by your side
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Caress the thought of being with you
Treasure every sight of you
 
You make me know.
 
Miss B..
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